


TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 74:36 min.

FOLK MUSIC OF CHINA, VOL. 15:
FOLK SONGS OF THE SHE, MIAO & LI PEOPLES

SHE
1  A Wine Song 酒歌 - 4:47
2  Being in Love 缘分歌 - 3:46
3  Song of Four Seasons 四季歌 - 4:42
4  Song of Appointment 约会歌 - 4:22
5  I Miss You Song 思念歌 - 3:15
6  Birthday Congratulations for the Elderly 

 拜寿歌 - 4:36
7  Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai 

 梁山伯与祝英台 - 4:21
8  Xue Rengui 薛仁贵 - 4:57

MIAO
9  A Song at Miaoling Mountains 苗岭飞歌 - 1:09
10  A Song of Welcoming Guests at Miao Villages 
 空申苗寨山歌之迎宾歌 - 2:49
11  An Old Song at Jidao Miao Village 
 季刀苗寨古歌 - 5:26
12  A Love Song Solo of Basha 岜沙苗寨情歌独唱 - 1:29
13  A Song of Xijiang Miao Village 西江苗寨飞歌 - 1:06
14  Love Song of Xijiang Miao Village 1 
 西江苗寨情歌 (一) - 1:43
15  Love Song of Xijiang Miao Village 2
 西江苗寨情歌 (二) - 1:03

16  Wine Song of Xijiang Miao Village 1
 西江苗寨酒歌 (一) - 1:07
17  Wine Song of Xijiang Miao Village 2
 西江苗寨酒歌 (二) - 0:47
18  A Duet Love Song of Basha 
 岜沙苗族情歌对唱 - 4:06

LI
19  Don’t Want to Leave 舍不得离开 - 1:23
20  An Educational Song 教育歌 - 1:43
21  Sing All the Songs You Can 有歌不唱留干啥 - 1:02
22  A Song of First Lover 初恋歌 - 2:12
23  Deep in Love 感情深 - 1:13
24  A Duet 对唱 - 1:14
25  An Ancient Song 古歌 - 2:11
26  A Love Song 情歌 - 1:31
27  The Sun is Setting Soon 太阳很快要下山 - 0:56
28  A Lullaby 摇篮歌 - 1:25
29  Gun Long Diao (Rolling Dragon Tune) 
 教子歌 - 0:48
30  A Song of Educating Sons 教子歌 - 1:14
31  A Matchmaking Song 提亲歌 - 1:06



FOLK MUSIC OF THE SHE, MIAO AND LI PEOPLES
The folk songs of these three minorities each have their own distinctive musical features. The songs of the She are simple, plain, and usually 
syllabic, while the songs of the Miao and Li are more lyrical, and include longer notes and embellishments. The songs of the Miao are also 
more dramatic and employ a broader vocal range in comparison with that of the Li. As the recording locations indicate, the She, Miao and 
Li peoples respectively live in the southeastern coast, southwestern plateau, and southern islands of China. 

The She singers on this album live in a hilly terrain in the Fujian province. They are known for utilizing the various mountain resources, such 
as producing different types of high-quality tea. The main dialect spoken by the She people is similar to the Chinese dialect of the Hakka 
people, due to their long-term cultural assimilation. The folk beliefs among the She people include Buddhism, Taoism, and various worship of  
ancestors, ghosts, and witchcraft. The most common belief is the worship of Panhu, who is regarded as the ancestor of the She people.  

‘Miao’ first appeared in pre-Common Era Chinese literature, as an ethnic name, while today the Miao people use several self-designations such 
as ‘Guo xiong’, ‘Mu’ or ‘Meng’. The Miao is a cross-border ethnicity with a large population. In China, they mainly live in nine provinces, all south 
of the Yangtze River, among which Guizhou province accommodates for approximately four million. Within this province most of the Miao  
people live in the mountainous area of the Yun-Gui Plateau, which provides them with an abundance of natural resources such as plants, 
animals, mines and rivers. The She and Miao languages both belong to the Miao-Yao language branch, which also reflects their similarities 
in culture and frequent interactions in history. Without texts, the Miao language includes eastern, central and western dialects according to 
different living areas. The Miao songs in this album were recorded in the Southeast Qian Autonomous Prefecture of Miao and Dong, where the 
Miao people speak the central dialect. The Miao are known for their gorgeous female clothing, which include more than 160 garments. These 
all differ in length, color, decoration of the collar and front placket, type of embroidery and silver ornaments used. The Miao people believe in 
the worship of ancestors, totem, ghosts, and witchcraft.

The Li people were the earliest residents on Hainan island, with their villages scattered in the middle and south. Hainan Island is a tourist 
attraction for its tropical landscape and island scenery. ‘Sai’ is the general self-designation of the Li people, but other names like ‘Mei fu’ or ‘Run’ 
are also used in different areas. The Li language has five dialects, which include a lot of Chinese words; they all write in Chinese. The Li people 
mainly get by on farming, but also grow rubber trees, Betel nut, coffee plants and tropical fruits. The traditional Li clothing is usually black and 
blue, but are only worn by the elderly in remote villages now. The festivals celebrated among the Li are almost the same as those of the Han 
Chinese. Their folk beliefs include the worship of ancestors and nature.

THE MUSIC OF THE SHE PEOPLE
Musical Categories
The She people call their folk songs ‘Guo’, which is divided into monophonic and two-voice songs. The monophonic ones refer to ballads, 
miscellaneous songs, and costume songs. The Ballads describe both the history (or legends) of the She, as well as stories adapted mainly from 
Han Chinese literature (as heard in tracks 7 and 8). Track 7 describes a love story between two young lovers who turned into a pair of butterflies. 
Track 6 features a costume song that is sung when people attend an elderly person’s birthday party. 

Based on different interactions between the two voices, there are three ways for the She people to perform the two-voice songs: alternative, 
harmonic and imitative. This album mainly incorporates the alternative form that is very similar to duets in miscellaneous songs. However, in 
the alternative two-voice style, the second voice starts before the first voice has finished. This can be heard in tracks 3 and 5.



Instruments and Musical Features
The She people’s ensembles use wind and percussion instruments, which were imported from the Han area. A big ensemble consists of eight 
instrumentalists playing suona, drums, gongs and bells. A small ensemble includes just four performers with a flute, two huqin fiddles, and a 
four-stringed plucked lute with a full-moon shaped soundbox. Most of their repertoire comes from the Han Chinese. She folk music adopts 
the Chinese music system, yet typically uses scales of four notes. With an even rhythm, the vocal range is often within an octave. Most She folk 
songs are syllabic.

THE MUSIC OF THE MIAO PEOPLE
Musical Categories
Miao folk music includes folk songs, instrumental music, dance music, and narrative singing. There are different methods to categorize the folk 
songs of the Miao. According to their themes, there are nearly a hundred subcategories, including thirteen subcategories of love songs. And, 
based on the literary genre of lyrics, there are also long and short songs. The Miao songs featured on this album are categorized based on where, 
or when, they are sung. For example, they are divided into mountain songs, wandering songs, wine songs, custom songs, sacrificial songs and 
children’s songs.

Mountain songs are named differently according to the three differing dialect areas. The Miao people speak central dialect, and call them flying 
songs. Tracks 9 and 13 are both flying songs, which are lyrically sung falsetto in the wild. With free rhythm, the powerful flying songs include great 
disjunctive melodic motions. The ending notes of a phrase are very long and often include glissandi.

A Wandering song is a poetic name given to love songs from the central dialect area. This is due to a tradition where Miao villages prepare an area 
for young unmarried people to come and sing together in antiphonal style. The young men wander in from other villages and meet the local girls 
in this location. The songs sung in this social activity are mostly themed with love. Tracks 12, 14, 15 and 18 are all love songs with lyrical melodies.
Wine songs include long and short songs that are sung in various banquets, festivals, weddings and funerals. Short songs are often improvisations 
for welcoming guests or urging guests to drink alcohol (as heard on tracks 16 and 17). Long songs, also called ancient songs, narrate their history, 
legends and folklore. Track 11 is an example of this type of ancient song.

Instruments and Musical Features
The Miao people perform on dozens of blown, percussion, bowed and plucked string instruments, in which the Lu sheng and the bronze drum are 
very popular, and characteristic. Lu sheng is a mouth organ usually with six bamboo pipes, each fitted with a free reed. The Lu sheng produces 
different scales and musical ranges depending on its size. As a harmonic instrument, it can simultaneously perform two notes that are a fourth,  
fifth, sixth or an octave apart. The  Lu sheng  ensembles within the three differing dialect areas all play various types of Lu sheng and other 
instrumentation.

Generally speaking, the Miao people who speak the eastern dialect are more influenced by Han Chinese music. Yet, those who speak the western 
dialect adopt musical features from the Tibetan-Burman speaking ethnic groups. And the folk songs popular in the central dialect area preserve 
more of their own features. In terms of common characteristics, the Miao folk music mainly employs pentatonic scales, and often include disjunctive 
melodic motions. Polyphonic folk songs and harmonic instrumental music also play an important part in Miao folk music.



THE MUSIC OF THE LI PEOPLE
Musical Categories
Li folk music, employing the Chinese musical system, includes folk songs, dance music and instrumental music. The five branches of the Li people 
have each developed their own musical features. The Li people adore singing and it appears in every celebration, sometimes lasting for the whole 
night. The Li folk songs are sung in Chinese or the Li language. The Chinese lyrics usually contain five syllables in a sentence, while those in the Li 
language often have seven.

The Li people have an enormous number of love songs including short songs and long ballads. Short love songs can be solo or duet, which are 
sung indoors as ‘night songs’ or outdoors as ‘mountain songs’. Long ballads are usually sung in the Li language, and includes male tunes and  
female tunes. Tracks 22, 23 and 26 are all love songs.

Track 28 is an example of a Li lullaby. In Li folk songs, the lullaby is a significant category and includes tunes to be sung to both boys and girls.  
There are also short and long songs. The long ones usually tell the history of the Li. Unlike the lullaby of other ethnic groups, the Li not only sing a 
lullaby for their children, but also sing it as the accompaniment to dances performed by sorceresses in rituals. 

Instruments and Musical Features
Among various instruments played by the Li people, the yehu, ding dong and the nose flute are very distinctive. Yehu is a bowed string instrument 
of the huqin family. Its body is made of coconut, which is a special local product of Hainan. Ding dong  is a percussion instrument made of two 
hanged tree stems. Two sticks are used to play ding dong, and it can produce four notes. The nose flute, made of bamboo, is blown with the left 
nostril. The folk songs in the Li language incorporate more traditional features of Li music. These songs usually use pentatonic scales. The rhythm 
of the Li folk songs and its lyrics are closely linked. 
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SHE 
Singers: Lan Shenghua, Wu Fumei, Lei Fumei, Zhong Jinyun 

1. A Wine Song 酒歌
Jokes are made in a communal gathering over alcohol. 
Lyrics: “Can you continue to drink? I can see that you are sober. Well, I am drunk and can drink no more.”

2. Being in Love 缘分歌
Young men and women meet and express affection for each other. People in love wish to be together. 

3. Song of Four Seasons 四季歌
This song is a narration of activities that take place in a twelve-month period. Each section of the song is 
devoted to one month.

4. Song of Appointment 约会歌
Lyrics: “We have been waiting for you here, but you tell us not to because you won’t appear.”

5. I Miss You Song 思念歌
Lyrics: 
Woman: “I miss you but, given that you are married, there is no use in thinking about you.”
Man: “You should forget about me; I have my wife.”

6. Birthday Congratulations for the Elderly 拜寿歌
At an elderly person’s birthday party, people come and sing the song of congratulations.

7. Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai 梁山伯与祝英台
People sing this song to tell of the love story between Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai.

8. Xue Rengui 薛仁贵
People sing this song to tell of the story of Xue Rengui, a famous general of the Tang Dynasty.  

Recording date: November 2011.
Recording location: Xianyan Village, Banzhong She Ethnic Township, Fu’an, Fujian Province.



MIAO 
9. A Song at Miaoling Mountains 苗岭飞歌
Singers: Xijiang Miao villagers from Leishan County.
Lyrics: “Standing on the high Miaoling mountains, we see sapphire mountains and emerald waters. 
Everything is close and compact in the Miao villages. How beautiful my hometown is!”

10. A Song of Welcoming Guests at Miao Villages 空申苗寨山歌之迎宾歌
Singers: Kongshen Miao villagers from Rongjiang County.
This folk song is about welcoming guests to the village.

11. An Old Song at Jidao Miao Village 季刀苗寨古歌
Singers: Jidao Miao villagers from Leishan County.
This hundred-year-old song originates from Jidao, one of the Miao villages, and tells of an ancient story relating 
to the creation of the world.

12. A Love Song Solo of Basha 岜沙苗寨情歌独唱
Singers: Basha Miao villagers from Congjiang County.
Lyrics: “On such a sunny day, where are you going my beauty? I want to follow you but will you take me? 
I miss you so much that you are even in my dreams.”

13. A Song of Xijiang Miao Village 西江苗寨飞歌
Singers: Xijiang Miao villagers from Leishan County.
Lyrics: “When guests coming from afar visit Miao Village, my excitement gushes out like a mountain spring. 
Come, my sisters! We will chant, dance, drink, play, and stay together as much as we want.”

14. Love Song of Xijiang Miao Village 1 (Mixed Chorus) 西江苗寨情歌 (一)  
Singers: Xijiang Miao villagers from Leishan County.
A crescent moon lights up the sky and a warm breeze rises. The boy plays the reed-pipe – nice and long; the 
girl listens with smiles, full of joy. 
Lyrics: “Come, my lad and my girl! Come and travel together!”

15. Love Song of Xijiang Miao Village 2 (Female Chorus) 西江苗寨情歌 (二)
Singers: Xijiang Miao villagers from Leishan County.
Spring has come with blossoming flowers and singing birds. The girl’s heart is like a budding flower. She 
thinks about being with her love, working and singing in the field, and enjoying their time together in the  
present moment.



16. Wine Song of Xijiang Miao Village 1 西江苗寨酒歌 (一)  
Singers: Xijiang Miao villagers from Leishan County.
Lyrics: “Xijiang is a nice place. Tree branches cover the windows of each household and villages are flanked by 
vast farmlands. In the morning, smoke rises from each household’s chimney; in the evening, carps jump out of 
ponds in the farm. Look, guests have come to the Miao village! Everyone welcomes them with joy.”

17. Wine Song of Xijiang Miao Village 2 西江苗寨酒歌 (二)
Singers: Xijiang Miao villagers from Leishan County.
Flowers blossom on branches. The Communist Party allocates farmlands to each household and individual,  
for which they are grateful.

18. A Duet Love Song of Basha 岜沙苗族情歌对唱
Singers: Basha Miao villagers from Congjiang County.
Lyrics: 
Woman: “My dear, I think of you so much that I wish to see you every day.” 
Man: “My darling, I miss you as well and hope to see you every second of every minute.”

Recording date: May 2011.
Recording location: S.E. Qian Autonomous Prefecture of Miao and Dong, Guizhou Province.

LI 
19. Don’t Want to Leave 舍不得离开
Singer: Wang Yulian 
Lyrics: “We were talking and didn’t want to leave each other. We talked until it was dark, and slept by a tree.  
It was very late when we got to another village; a blind dog barked at us.”

20. An Educational Song 教育歌
Singer: Wang Yuhua 
Lyrics: “We sit together and talk. We keep talking, the rain never stops but we are happy. Let’s drink more 
and not talk behind each other’s back. We will be judged if people know. Talk gently with decency, if you talk 
in a disrespectful manner about people, they will know. By talking to people with respect, there will be less  
difficulty and barriers. Be a man with dignity and we will work hard for the prosperity of our village.”

21. Sing All the Songs You Can 有歌不唱留干啥
Singer: Wang Gaozhi 
Lyrics: “Sing all the songs you can and don’t hold them back. You can’t take them out like a mortgage to buy a 
piece of land, only money can do that. But songs are free.”



22. A Song of First Lover 初恋歌
Singers: Wang Yulian, Wang Chunmei, Wang Xiulian, Wang Yingxiang 
A boy and girl grew up together. They play together and build a house together. They don’t complain about 
each other, even when the house is broken.

23. Deep in Love 感情深
Singer: Wang Yuying 
This song uses animals as a metaphor for love. 

24. A Duet 对唱
Singers: Wang Gaozhi, Wang Yuhua 
Lyrics: 
Man: “I’m ill-tempered. I can’t work on the farms at the end of the village and near the houses. I can’t bring peace 
to my family.”
Woman: “I have pleasant characteristics. I can work on the farms at the end of the village and near the houses. 
I can bring peace to my family.”

25. An Ancient Song 古歌
Singers: Wang Yulian, Wang Xiulian, Wang Yuying, Wang Yuhua, Wang Chunmei, Wang Yuli, Wang Yingxiang 
In ancient times, parents arranged marriages for their daughters because they worried the girls couldn’t find 
men for themselves. However, they worried the in-laws would not treat their daughters well and that they 
wouldn’t be able to come home, even if they wanted to. 

26. A Love Song 情歌
Singer: Wang Gaozhi 
Which birds tweet on the other side of the mountain, and which birds tweet in the valley? Birds stick their beaks 
into the tree trunks and build their nests in healthy trees. Birds keep tweeting and have no idea it’s dawn. Which 
birds tweet at each other?

27. The Sun is Setting Soon 太阳很快要下山
Singer: Wang Yulian 
Lyrics: “I looked up and found the sun is setting soon. Lover boy, we will meet tomorrow and the day after 
tomorrow. What we talked about will never change. Go to sleep, my lover boy, but don’t forget what I have told 
you even when you are asleep – we will meet tomorrow and the day after tomorrow. What we talked about will 
never change.”

28. A Lullaby摇篮歌
Singers: Wang Yulian, Wang Xiulian, Wang Yuying, Wang Yuhua, Wang Chunmei, Wang Yuli, Wang Yingxiang 
Lyrics: “Sleep tight, my baby. Mum and Dad are going to work so that we can provide you with food and toys.”



29. Gun Long Diao (Rolling Dragon Tune) 滚龙调
Singers: Wang Gaozhi, Wang Yulian 
Lyrics: “We used to live in poverty and hunger with no rice, only sweet potatoes and pumpkins.”

30. A Song of Educating Sons 教子歌
Singers: Wang Gaozhi, Wang Yulian 
Teach your sons to care for their brothers in solidarity, this makes families grow stronger and villages prosper-
ous. Don’t encourage divisions to be remembered. Like a paddy field, it can only be watered when there are 
lanes. Keep in mind that it’s important to be an educated and civilized person. We live together and should not 
hate our brothers. Being a good person makes families grow stronger and villages develop.

31. A Matchmaking Song 提亲歌 
Singers: Wang Gaozhi, Wang Yuhua
This is a song about parents trying to match their children with each other.

Recording date: November 2011.
Recording location: Shigong Village, Shiyun Country, Qiong Zhong Li-Miao Autonomous County, 
Hainan Province.
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